
Written by Sandra Vanegas

WORKING TITLE: “In the Night”

Opening Image – A visual that represents the struggle & tone of the story. A snapshot of the 
main character’s problem, before the adventure begins.

Mari, a young woman in her early twenties (24), lies curled up in bed under her blankets on a 
summer day with her blinds drawn.  On her bedside table, her phone is surrounded by get well 
cards while its screen lights up with unopened texts.

Set-up – Expand on the “before” snapshot. Present the main character’s world as it is, and what
is missing in their life.

Mari spends her days sorting through her mother’s things, feeling off kilter in her childhood 
home.  All of the things Mari associated most with her mother were in varying shades of red - 
her favorite scarf, the lipstick she used to always wear, the notebook she’d recently started - 
leaving the house feeling the same but not, since now she has red-green colorblindness (due to 
the same car accident that killed her mother).  She gets stuck on a box of old drawings she’d 
done that her mother had kept from when Mari had been little, all of them featuring a queen in 
what Mari remembered to be a red dress that had been her mom, and a little girl with green 
eyes holding her hand.  She takes the boxes of drawings, along with a stack of her mother’s 
favorite brand of red journals, to the living room and ends up losing her sense of time by going 
through them, sometimes falling asleep on the couch, sometimes taking one of the journals 
back to her room with her and sleeping there.  Her sleep is always interrupted, though, by the 
same recurring nightmare of a girl being hit by a car that had started since coming back to the 
small town.

Theme Stated (happens during the Set-up) – What your story is about; the message, the truth. 
Usually, it is spoken to the main character or in their presence, but they don’t understand the 
truth…not until they have some personal experience and context to support it.

Mari doesn’t leave the house much, generally staying in her room, sleeping on her bed 
surrounded by her mother’s journals.  She avoids mirrors so she doesn’t have to face her 
reflection and see her eyes which no longer look like the green her mother used to always 
compliment.  The only contact with the outside world that she’s recently had is in the form of an 
elderly neighbor that had been more like a grandmother while Mari had been growing up.  
Worried about Mari, she sits down with her one day after she’d brought her some groceries and 
tells her: “I know it doesn’t seem like it now, but I do believe everything happens for a reason, 
and the things we go through only make us stronger.”

Catalyst – The moment where life as it is changes. It is the telegram, the act of catching your 
loved-one cheating, allowing a monster onboard the ship, meeting the true love of your life, etc. 
The “before” world is no more, change is underway.

Mari finally caves and leaves the house for the first time in weeks, and it’s while Mari is walking 
the streets of the sleepy town that she sees a girl around her age run into the street and get hit 
by a car, which no one else seemed to notice.

Debate – But change is scary and for a moment, or a brief number of moments, the main 



character doubts the journey they must take. Can I face this challenge? Do I have what it takes?
Should I go at all? It is the last chance for the hero to chicken out.

After running back home and locking herself up in the comfort of her room under a pile of 
blankets - because Mari is sure she hadn’t hallucinated what she’d seen, despite no one else 
reacting to the sight or screams of the mystery girl’s death - Mari tries to decide what to do next.
The scene she’d witnessed had been exactly the same as the nightmares she’d been having 
since coming to the town, and she highly doubted something so bizarre could be unconnected, 
but Mari was reluctant to involve herself in something so obviously abnormal.  She just wanted 
her life to go back to how it was after all.

Break Into Two (Choosing Act Two) – The main character makes a choice and the journey 
begins. We leave the “Thesis” world and enter the upside-down, opposite world of Act Two.

Morbid curiosity combined with sleepless nights as the nightmares increased finally getting the 
best of her, Mari ventures back out to where she’d first seen what she now refers to as Ghost A.
She figured, if she was going to be haunted by the ghost even in her sleep then she had to, at 
the very least, give the scene another look.

B Story – This is when there’s a discussion about the Theme – the nugget of truth. Usually, this
discussion is between the main character and the love interest. So, the B Story is usually called 
the “love story”.

When she goes back to the street where the scene had taken place, Mari doesn’t see Ghost A, 
but instead sees a young man around her age wearing clothes that looked like they belonged in 
a museum, lounging in a chair in front of the town’s one frozen yogurt place.  She cautiously 
approaches him and confirms her suspicions that he’s another ghost, but unlike the first one he 
notices her and waves.  They end up chatting, Mari using her phone so that it doesn’t look like 
she’s talking to herself, the ghost telling her how nice it is to be able to finally talk with someone 
again. 

The Promise of the Premise – This is when Craig Thompson’s relationship with Raina blooms,
when Indiana Jones tries to beat the Nazis to the Lost Ark, when the detective finds the most 
clues and dodges the most bullets. This is when the main character explores the new world and 
the audience is entertained by the premise they have been promised.

Officially lured out of her home, Mari realizes that there are multiple ghosts trapped in death 
loops around the town.  She’s caught off guard on multiple occasions, because despite each 
scene occurring in a set place, they all seem to run on slightly different schedules.  While she is 
uncomfortable around them at first, Mari slowly gets used to their presence, a process that is 
helped along by her strange conversations with Ghost B where she’s been opening up about 
herself little by little.  Stirring up some courage, Mari tries to talk to one of the looping ghosts 
that, thanks to her nightmares, she knows is only a year or two older than herself.  When she 
can’t, and Ghost B doesn’t supply her with much in the way of helpful information as to why she 
can’t, Mari decides to do some digging of her own, a self-driven task that finally puts her back 
on familiar ground.  She looks into any deaths that match those of the ghosts she’s witnessed, 
eventually finding some names she can match to a few of them.  

She waits for the appearance of one of the ghosts whose loops run on the most frequent 
schedule - a boy who doesn’t look older than thirteen - this time calling out to him with his name.



It takes a few tries, but Mari manages to get the boy’s attention, yanking him out of his scene 
and, to her shock, making him solid. Through this she discovers that: the ghosts’ names hold 
power over them, she can free them from their death loops, and when the time of their death 
passes the ghosts fade away for good.  She also learns the hard way that the components of 
their death scene become solid as well until their time of death passes, posing a very active 
threat to both the ghost and Mari.  

Despite the very real threat this all poses, Mari feels good knowing she can somehow help, the 
sight of her own blood not as jarring as she expected it to be since the color is fundamentally 
different.  Armed with this knowledge, Mari proceeds to try and figure out the schedule for each 
ghost, as well as their name and anything she can about the lead up to their deaths.  

At this point, she is no longer plagued by nightmares involving the young boy’s death.

Midpoint – Dependent upon the story, this moment is when everything is “great” or everything 
is “awful”. The main character either gets everything they think they want (“great”) or doesn’t get
what they think they want at all (“awful”). But not everything we think we want is what we 
actually need in the end.

Mari has managed to set four ghosts free with five more to go although the schedules and 
names for at least three of those remaining five still elude her.  In the process she’s been able to
keep her injuries to a minimum, not wanting to end up in the hospital again or to attract more 
attention than she already has by running around town so much.  

Despite his general reticent behavior, Ghost B has proven himself to be valuable company since
she can’t talk to anyone else about her goal to help all the ghosts.  Mari was falling into a sort of 
routine with her self-appointed mission when she had a new nightmare one night of a gruesome
murder.  She’s not particularly concerned by it despite the fact that the faces in her dream 
weren’t clear, unlike all her previous nightmares.  Figuring it’s a ghost she just hasn’t seen yet, 
Mari decides to look into it the next chance she gets.

Bad Guys Close In – Doubt, jealousy, fear, foes both physical and emotional regroup to defeat 
the main character’s goal, and the main character’s “great”/“awful” situation disintegrates.

While trying to set the fifth ghost free, Mari experiences the closest brush with death she’s had 
so far.  Before fading away, the ghost reaches a level of clarity that the previous ghosts hadn’t, 
looking straight at Mari and issuing a warning.  He tells her that when he’d first come to the town
he’d been able to see the ghosts too, and that like her he’d managed to help a few, but that 
shortly after it had felt like the town itself was hunting him down.  He warns her against giving 
out her name to others too freely, because names have power, and then disappears.  That night
the new nightmare of the murder becomes slightly more vivid and shows more of the scene.  
When Mari almost gets crushed by a falling billboard advocating safe driving the next day, she 
thinks back to the warning the ghost had given her as well as how haunted all the other ghosts 
had seemed moments before their deaths in her nightmares.  After a few more near misses, she
realizes that she’s become the next target of whatever had led to the ghosts’ deaths.

All is Lost – The opposite moment from the Midpoint: “awful”/“great”. The moment that the 
main character realizes they’ve lost everything they gained, or everything they now have has no
meaning. The initial goal now looks even more impossible than before. And here, something or 



someone dies. It can be physical or emotional, but the death of something old makes way for 
something new to be born.

While trying to help the eighth ghost late at night, Mari gets chased into the street and clipped 
by a green four-door she hadn’t seen coming.  She passes out from the pain, the ghost she’d 
managed to save yelling at her to stay awake.

Dark Night of the Soul – The main character hits bottom, and wallows in hopelessness. The 
Why hast thou forsaken me, Lord? moment. Mourning the loss of what has “died” – the dream, 
the goal, the mentor character, the love of your life, etc. But, you must fall completely before you
can pick yourself back up and try again.

Mari wakes up in a panic to find herself in a hospital room.  Her ankle is bandaged, there’s thick 
gauze wrapped around her right thigh and forearm, and she feels sore all over.  She surprisingly
hadn’t broken anything, though, and could vaguely remember the feeling of something cold 
tackling her from behind and cushioning the blow.  Mari knew it couldn’t have been the ghost 
she’d been in the middle of saving since he’d been running in front of her at the time.  Thinking 
about the ghost in the quiet of the hospital room she was in, Mari’s mind wandered to the hazy 
warning she’d been given as she was passing out.  He’d been frantically trying to tell her about 
a deadline to help all the ghosts before the force inhabiting the town got you.  A deadline which 
involved the death date of the very first ghost.  

Tired, hurt, and without anyone to talk to - not even Ghost B - Mari breaks down for the first time
since her mother’s death, crying in the dark room until she falls asleep.

Break Into Three (Choosing Act Three) – Thanks to a fresh idea, new inspiration, or last-
minute Thematic advice from the B Story (usually the love interest), the main character chooses
to try again.

Asleep in her hospital room, Mari has the nightmare about the gruesome murder again, except 
this time it’s more vivid than it’s been any time before, finally allowing her to see the whole 
scene.  She wakes up with the realization of who the last ghost is, and what her next step has to
be.  After checking the time, Mari checks herself out of the hospital, despite the time of night, 
since her window to help the ninth ghost is coming up and she’ll only have one shot at it.

Finale – This time around, the main character incorporates the Theme – the nugget of truth that
now makes sense to them – into their fight for the goal because they have experience from the 
A Story and context from the B Story. Act Three is about Synthesis!

Three days later, the day of the deadline, Mari finds Ghost B - the tenth and final ghost - sitting 
in the same place she’d first met him at late into the night.  She now knew the land is where one
of the town’s old manor’s used to be, the location of multiple suspicious deaths way back when. 
There’s a layer of frost covering the ground, crunching under Mari’s feet when she approaches 
him to look him straight in the eye and call his name, telling him that she knows what happened 
and she’s sorry he’d never gotten justice in his time.  He smiles at her and tells her that he’s 
happy so long as someone remembers his name, apologizing for the damage his anger had 
caused, the force of it having warped over time into its own being.  When the time of his death 
passes, he fades away, leaving Mari alone on the quiet street.



Final Image – opposite of Opening Image, proving, visually, that a change has occurred within 
the character.

Mari is sitting outside the frozen yogurt place on a sunny day, completely relaxed as she 
watches people pass by, writing in her mother’s unfinished journal.

Side notes:

- Green car ran a red light in the car accident that killed Mari’s mom and left her color 
blind

- Mari’s mother had been visiting Mari, and they’d been arguing in the car about how Mari 
had changed when the accident happened

- Mari worked for a graphic design firm, not super entry level, but not high up the later 
either (replaceable)

- Mari’s personality is generally Type A.  Driven, ambitious, hard working, gets tunnel 
vision when working on a project, thrives in high stress environments.


